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No. Z/13/Dy.CVO/Elect/Misc/2013                                                           Dt.09/9/2013 

The CME/NER/Gorakhpur 
The DRM/NER/IZN, BSB, LJN 
 
                   Sub: Irregularities noticed in Vigilance checks in works pertaining to   
                            Mechanical department in NE Railway 
 

                   During the investigation undertaken by the Vigilance Department based on 
Preventive Checks or Complaints, several irregularities have been observed to be occurring 
frequently and repetitively in works pertaining to the Mechanical department. These are as 
follows:- 

a) Unpractical Tender conditions/specifications  
             A number of machines/equipments specified in the Mechanized Cleaning /Linen 
Cleaning tenders are either not readily available in the market or are described in such 
intricate and unnecessary detail ( the length of the handle of the brush for wiping the windows 
as an illustration)which are difficult to obtain practically in the field. 

 

            Similarly, in tenders for filling of sand in locomotives, while 64kgs of sand is required 
to be filled in every loco(@16kgs per sander), the sand is supplied in 10kg bags which makes 
the work of sand filling at site very difficult leading to the adoption of short-cut measures and 
consequent irregularities. 
             It is, therefore, imperative that tender conditions/specifications are carefully 
scrutinized/ reviewed at officer level to obviate such situations. 

 

b) Non-Adherence to tender conditions after award of the contract 
 

            A number of instances have come to notice where the tender conditions are not being 
adhered to in the field. For example, (i) Non-testing of sand as per the IS specified in the 
tender prior to its acceptance at site,(ii) non-availability of specified machines / equipments / 
personnel at site in service contracts,(iii) wet cleaning of blankets,(iv) non-adherence to 
tender conditions governing Linen Management (carting/ ironing /inspection schedules/ 
imposition of penalty)etc. have been found frequently.  
            Therefore, all concerned officials may be instructed to ensure that the tender 
conditions are scrupulously followed in the field. Those conditions, whose non-compliance is 
going to make the offer unsuitable, have to be followed scrupulously. 
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c) Modifications of the contract conditions in field  
 

            In some cases, particularly those pertaining to Mechanized Cleaning of coaches and 
Mechanized cleaning of linen, it has been seen that the machines/equipment actually provided 
at the site are not  those which were specified in the tender conditions. Instances of utilisation 
of Flat-bed pressing machine instead of Calendaring machine, single disc scrubber instead of 
3-disc scrubber, locally made cleaning fluids instead of the brands accepted in the tender etc. 
have been noticed. Any such deviations not only have financial repercussions but would also 
contravene the original conditions on which the tender was finalized, thus resulting in a 
vigilance angle.  Hence, restraining from resorting to such post-tender deviations cannot be 
emphasized too strongly. 

 

d) Slackness  in supervision of  Contracts  
 

            Slackness in supervision of contracts by failing to implement the provisions of the 
contract and not ensuring the quality of work/services has been observed in many recent 
cases. As brought out in para (b) above, failure to ensure the adherence to the tender 
conditions governing the Mechanised cleaning of linen which, inter alia, include cleaning, 
ironing and transportation of bedrolls, towels and blankets in proper packing, as clearly 
specified in the tender conditions,  has resulted in poor quality of work leading to  passenger 
complaints. In sand filling contracts, it is seen that exactly 64kgs of sand ( the maximum 
amount) has been shown to be filled in each loco each day throughout the  year, but records 
do not support the facts. 
 

           Cases of acceptance of poor quality of oil/lubricants in loco sheds have also been 
reported where subsequent testing by Vigilance have confirmed the allegations. 

 

            While strict instructions for ensuring the quality of work as per laid down conditions 
are required to be reiterated to the supervisors, the officers must also be directed to conduct 
regular checks, through routine as well as surprise inspections, so that quality of work is not 
jeopardized due to the slackness, intentional or unintentional, of the supervisory staff. 
 

e) It needs also to be pointed out that complaints from running staff alleging malpractices in the 
lobbies, including those related to the booking of drivers, are on the rise. This issue also needs 
to be looked into. 
              In view of the above, it is requested that necessary instructions should be issued to  
the officers and staff may be directed to avoid such irregularities in the future. The action 
taken may also be informed to this office. 
                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                  (Ashutosh Pant)                                                                                                                     
                                                                        Dy.Chief Vigilance Officer/Electrical/NER/GKP 
  


